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1. Background  
 
1.1 What is eLALME? 
eLALME1 is an online linguistic atlas that shows ‘district by district, what the written 
language of late mediaeval England was like between about 1325 and 1450. eLALME 
enables you to: 
 
1. search for information about texts used in its compilation 
2. search for particular words or particular word forms 
3. display the geographical distribution of variant forms 
 
Margaret Laing has created an Introductory Tour to the Elements of eLALME, which 
is available from the AMC website (> Projects Hub > AMC/IHD Corpora and Atlases 
> eLALME).2 The Tour surveys each of eLALME’s functions from the perspective of 
three particular manuscripts and is particularly helpful for anyone encountering 
eLALME for the first time. It also demonstrates two short fitting exercises.  
 
Although there is some degree of overlap with Laing’s Tour, the present Guide is 
designed primarily as a reference document for those who are already somewhat 
familiar with eLALME.  
 
 
1.2 Copyright and citation 
The eLALME website and its materials are the copyright of The University of 
Edinburgh. eLALME is intended as a non-commercial research and teaching resource 
and you are asked to respect its materials in the same way that you would those in a 
printed book, with appropriate citation and regard for copyright. Information about 
citing eLALME is available from the eLALME front page (> Citing eLALME). For 
important information about copyright please read the eLALME copyright statement, 
also available from the eLALME front page (> Copyright). 
 
eLALME maps (see §3.4) use the Ordnance Survey (OS) grid. OS have separate 
terms for academic publications and do not charge royalties for using their maps and 
data in publications produced only for academic research, provided the following 
terms and conditions are adhered to: 
 
• The results of the research are to be disseminated widely and without delay within 

the academic community and freely in the public domain. 
• The publication is not for commercial gain or part of normal publishing business. 
• The total area of the mapping in a publication does not exceed A3 (1250 sq cms). 
• The following acknowledgement is shown on or near each map image: “Crown 

copyright Ordnance Survey. All rights reserved.” 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/elalme/elalme.html 
2 You can also download it directly from: 
www.amc.lel.ed.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Introductory_tour_to_elements_-of_-eLALME.pdf 
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1.3 Comments on this Guide 
This version (version 2) differs from the previous version (version 1) primarily as 
follows: 

• §1.7 and §1.8 of version 1 have been moved closer to the start of Section 1. 
• Expansion of §3.4.3  
• Expansion of §4.3, point 3. 
• Three new appendices identifying which items were used in each of the two 

eLALME survey areas (see further §1.6).  
 
If you find any part of this Guide unclear, or if you would like additional topics to be 
covered, please email your suggestions to AMC@ed.ac.uk. 
 
 
1.4 Relationship to LALME 
eLALME is a revised online edition of A Linguistic Atlas of Late Mediaeval English 
(LALME), compiled by A. McIntosh, M.L. Samuels & M. Benskin and published by 
Aberdeen University Press in 1986. eLALME, published in 2013, provides online 
access to the content of the original Atlas, and incorporates revisions, corrections and 
additions by M. Benskin & M. Laing (webscripts by V. Karaiskos & K. Williamson). 
 
For a detailed description of the revisions, corrections and additions found in 
eLALME, see the eLALME Introduction under ‘Scope of Revisions’. For online 
access to the Introduction, see §2 below. In brief: 42 Linguistic Profiles (see further 
§3.3 below) were made anew, 22 were revised, and 12 were removed. (Those that 
were removed are now represented more fully by tagged texts in LAEME, where they 
more properly belong as examples of early Middle English.3)  
 
For a detailed orientation and introduction to the materials used in the making of 
LALME and to the methodology adopted for their linguistic analysis, see the General 
Introduction of LALME vol. 1 and the separate introductions in each of the other 
three vols. For online access to these introductions, see §2 below. 
 
 
1.5 Corpus 
The eLALME corpus comprises a set of Linguistic Profiles (LPs), each “an inventory, 
for some specified sample of text, of the forms observed which correspond to the test-
items on the questionnaire” (LALME vol. 3, McIntosh et al. 1986: ix). The 
‘questionnaire’ is the list of dialectal features used in the construction of the atlas. 
 
There are 1,084 LPs in the eLALME corpus, each representing a sample of written 
English from ca. 1325–1425 (for samples originating in the south) or ca. 1350–1450 
(for samples originating in the Midlands or the north). All samples are itemised in 
eLALME’s Index of Sources (see further §3.2 below).  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/laeme2/laeme2.html!
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1.6 The questionnaire 
The original LALME questionnaire lists 280 items, representing a partial conflation of 
those items used for the northern area of survey (the responsibility of McIntosh) and 
those used for the southern area of survey (the responsibility of Samuels). This 
version of the questionnaire has been somewhat modified for eLALME to incorporate 
what was originally a separate Appendix of Southern forms (printed at the end of 
LALME, Vol. 4) and to facilitate electronic searching. The revised (i.e. eLALME) 
questionnaire thus consists of 424 items. Some Southern Appendix items, e.g. DARK, 
MORROW, WAX, have been interleaved in the original sequence, extending that range 
from 1–280 to 1–319. Most of the extra items, however, are found in the range 320–
424. Many (indeed, most) of the Southern Appendix items were not surveyed 
systematically: instead only ‘notable’ forms were recorded, i.e. forms that Samuels 
found interesting (and not default ‘expected’ forms). Such items are marked with an 
asterisk in the eLALME questionnaire and in Linguistic Profiles, e.g. item 323 AND*, 
unless the title of the item itself picks out only a subset of forms, e.g. item 365 ‘e’ in 
SHIP. The eLALME questionnaire also includes many sub-items, each representing a 
particular subcategory of the head item, e.g.: item 71 ABOVE adv(erb), sub-item 71-20 
ABOVE pr(eposition); item 112 DAY, sub-item 112-20 DAYS; item 3 THOSE, sub-item 
3-20 THOSE* ‘they’-type (the asterisk here indicating that the sub-item originates as a 
Southern Appendix item and one which was not systematically surveyed.) A fuller 
description of the differences between the two versions is available from the 
eLALME front page (> About eLALME), under ‘Linguistic Profiles’.  
 
Appendices 1, 2 and 3 provide information about the items used in the eLALME 
survey. There are four columns of information for each item: 
 

• eLALME item number. NB � following the item number indicates the existence 
of an explanatory note in eLALME's Notes on the Questionnaire.4 �� indicates 
two explanatory notes, etc. 

• The corresponding LALME item number.  
• Item name. Note that the lists are arranged in alphabetical order of item name. 
• An indication of the relevant survey areas, i.e. Northern - N - and/or Southern - S - 

survey. Parentheses around the area indicator, e.g. (S), indicates data was not 
collected systematically in that area for that item. 

 

Appendix 1 lists those items used for the northern survey area. Appendix 2 lists those 
items used for the southern survey area. Appendix 3 lists those items used for both 
survey areas. 
 
 
1.7 Items, forms and features 
Each item on the (e)LALME questionnaire is a test unit for linguistic comparison. It 
is a hyperonym for a group of functionally equivalent forms. Variation between an 
item’s forms can be of four types: 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/elalme/elalme_quaire_notes.html 
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• purely graphological, e.g. item 54 MIGHT <miȝt> ~ <might> 
• phonological, e.g. item 175 HOLY <haly> ~ <holy> 
• morphological, e.g. item 58 pres(ent) part(iciple) <-yng> ~ <-and> 
• lexical, e.g. item 108 CHURCH <chirche> ~ <kirk> 
 
An (e)LALME feature is a contrastive segment comprising all or part of a form: e.g. 
<gh> or <ȝ> in item 54 MIGHT, <-and> in item 58 pres part. 
 
 
1.8 Token frequencies 
As with the questionnaire technique of the 1950s, LPs do not record token frequencies. 
Instead a system of bracketing is used to indicate relative frequencies. Unbracketed 
forms are sole or dominant forms; those within single parentheses occur about one- to 
two-thirds as often as the dominant form(s); and forms within double parentheses 
occur less than one-third as often as the dominant form(s). So a representation like 
swylk (sylk) ((slik)) implies occurrences in the ratio of roughly 9 : 4 : 2. This 
bracketing system was chosen to provide a common basis for comparison of widely 
divergent sample sizes, not merely from text to text but also from item to item within 
the text (LALME, Vol 3, Introduction §13.1). 
 
 
 
2. Arrangement of eLALME  
The contents of eLALME are accessible by clicking on ‘A Linguistic Atlas of Late 
Mediaeval English’ on the website’s front page. On the left-hand side of the main 
contents page is a list of tasks, functions and links. These are briefly described below. 
 

Front Page 
 

Provides access to the front page of the web resource 

Browsers & Fonts 
 

Provides access to a description of the requirements and 
recommendations for optimal online access and display 
 

eLALME 
Introduction 
 

Provides access to a detailed description of the revisions to 
LALME contained within eLALME 

Original Atlas 
Introductions 

Provides access to online versions of the General Introduction 
of the printed edition and to the subject-specific introductions 
found in each of the four volumes of LALME 
  

Index of Sources 
 

Provides access to information about the samples of English 
consulted in the making of eLALME (see further §3.2). Also 
links to a list of English monarchs 1377–1508 and their regnal 
years (provided for reference as many documents are dated by 
means of the year of the reigning monarch). 
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Linguistic Profiles 
 

Provides access to: 
• the eLALME LPs (see further §3.3) 
• the eLALME questionnaire (see further §1.6) 
• notes on the questionnaire  
• a key to abbreviations used in the questionnaire  
• the ‘fitting’ tool (see further §3.6) 
 

Maps 
 

See further §3.4. Provides access to:  
• maps of LALME’s survey points 
• a set of tools for displaying the areal distribution of 

specified forms / features  
 

Listings 
 

Provides access to data for each questionnaire item (see 
further §3.5) 
 

Related Web Sites 
 

Provides access to LALME’s ‘daughter’ atlases and to other 
resources useful for the study of early English linguistics 

 
 
 
3. Using eLALME  
 
NB!! Certain aspects of eLALME’s functionality were revised between January and 
March 2016. If you have not cleared your cache since March 2016, please do so 
otherwise you may not gain access the most up-to-date version of the website. 
 
3.1 Saving and printing eLALME material 
eLALME does not provide download, save or print options. To download, save or 
print eLALME material, use tools available from your browser or pc (e.g. screen 
capture). 
 
3.2 Searching the Index of Sources 
The Index of Sources includes brief notices of all the specimens of Middle English 
which proved relevant to the compilation of eLALME. The word ‘specimens’ is used 
here because a single manuscript may contain several linguistically diverse sections, 
whether the work of several different hands or just one. Since the focus of inquiry is 
the language not the codex, a single manuscript may have several independent notices.  
 
Every LP has a corresponding entry in the Index of Sources, but not every entry in the 
Index has a corresponding LP. A good many writings are included in the Index on the 
grounds that, even though their language is not properly localisable, something can be 
said about its dialectal character. Yet some other Index entries are justified only as 
contributions to some future catalogue of manuscripts containing Middle English.  
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There are 21 categories of information recorded in the Index, represented as ‘fields’ in 
eLALME, e.g. LP number (where a corresponding LP exists), manuscript, date, text 
type, etc. Each of the categories is explained in LALME Vol. 1 Introduction, §5. 
 
eLALME’s Search by Field function allows you to find any and all writings with any 
user-defined string in any of the 21 fields. So, for example, to find all sermon 
materials, select ‘text type’ under SEARCH and enter ‘sermon’ in the FOR STRING box. 
(Notice ‘Key’ to the right of the FOR STRING box. This gives some guidance on search 
string formatting.) You may then specify, under DISPLAY, which fields to display in 
the results. Select either ‘Full Record’ or any subset of fields. Finally select SEARCH 
INDEX OF SOURCES to execute the search. Notice that the SORT BY option allows you to 
choose the order in which results are presented, i.e. by repository, county or LP 
number. Note, however, that there is no consistent annotation for many of the 21 
fields so comprehensive search terms are not always possible. For example, it is 
impossible to identify all and only eLALME’s 15th-century materials as dates are 
recorded in various ways, e.g. 15th cent, 1463, 1460-83, 1471/72, C15. 
 
Search by County generates a list of all specimens associated with a particular area 
(options: England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland), county, or combination of areas and/or 
counties. To find specimens not associated with any area select ‘Unlocalised’. Search 
results will include information for all fields for which information is recorded. 
 
 
3.3 Linguistic Profiles (LPs) 
 
3.3.1 The format of LPs 
To see what an eLALME LP looks like, select By LP Number, choose any of the 
nine ranges of LP numbers, then select any individual LP number. Notice that the LP 
begins with its identifying number followed by information from the Index of Sources. 
There then follows a summary of the completed questionnaire. Each row in the 
summary provides data for an item (or sub-item) attested in the sample of text 
analysed. Unattested items are omitted from the LP. For each attested item, the LP 
gives its number and each attested form. For example (from LP 4011): 
 
61 Pres 3sg -eth (-yth) ((-ith)) 
 
In this example, Pres 3sg is the questionnaire item, 61 is the item number, and -eth 
(-yth) ((-ith)) are the forms attested. The bracketing of listed forms is explained at 
§1.8 above. The names of some items, including 61, incorporate abbreviations. A key 
to these abbreviations is available under Linguistic Profiles > Abbreviations.  
 
For some items there is an explanatory note, available under Linguistic Profiles > 
Notes to Questionnaire. The only way to check whether there is an explanatory note 
for any particular item is to consult these Notes.  
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3.3.2 Searching LPs 
The By LP Number search function is useful if you know the number of the 
particular LP you are interested in. To use this option follow the steps described in 
§3.3.1. 
 
By County will list all the LPs associated with a particular county or set of counties. 
Select the county or counties of interest and then select FIND LPS BY COUNTY. The 
results are displayed as a set of LP numbers for each county selected. Each LP 
number listed serves as a link to the full LP. Notice that the final option under 
England is ‘Unlocalised’. This option generates a list of all LP numbers which have 
not been assigned to a particular place on the dialect continuum. 
 
 
3.4 Maps  
 
3.4.1 Survey Points  
This option generates three maps on which the location of each localised LP is 
represented as a dot. The first map shows locations for the entire survey area, the 
second for the northern area of survey (the responsibility of McIntosh) and the third 
for the southern area (the responsibility of Samuels). Each map shows an outline of 
England in green on a blue background with pre-1974 county boundaries shown in 
yellow.  
 
 
3.4.2 Dot Maps  
This option provides access to approx. 1,725 ready-made Dot Maps, each showing the 
distribution of a particular feature or feature set for one of eLALME’s 424 items. The 
eLALME Dot Maps are very much like the printed LALME ones but more colourful. 
There are also many more of them (LALME has 1,200). The extra numbers represent 
an important improvement, especially as many of them complete sets of maps for 
items that were left incomplete in LALME because of space constraints. 
 
Some eLALME items have just one associated Dot Map, e.g. item 110 DARK, others 
have many, e.g. item 36 AGAINST has 21. A few have none at all, e.g. items 79 ASHES 
and 120 EAST. Maps for the latter set of items (and indeed for any item) can be made 
using the procedure outlined in §3.4.3 below. Dot Maps are listed in item number 
order. The list extends over 115 pages. Select Maps > Dot Maps to access the first 
page of the list. NB Some dot maps take longer to load than others. 
 
To find all the ready-made Dot Maps for a particular item, select Maps > Dot Maps 
and enter the item name in the search field at the foot of the page. Item names 
generally follow the same format as used in the eLALME questionnaire (available 
from Linguistic Profiles > Questionnaire). Unfortunately there are a few exceptions, 
e.g. item 61 is listed as ‘Pres 3sg’ in the questionnaire but as ‘3sg pres ind’ in the Dot 
Maps index. A search for ‘3sg’ will find all maps for item 61 but a search for ‘Pres 
3sg’ will not as there is no such string in the Dot Map index. You can avoid such 
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problems by searching by item number (recommended). Item numbers are listed on 
the Questionnaire, available under Linguistic Profiles. 
 
A small set of maps at the end of the series shows features from combinations of 
items whose forms share certain similarities. These maps illustrate the utility of the 
User-defined Maps function (for which see §3.4.3 below). These additional (and 
unnumbered) maps, located on pp.114–115 of the Dot Maps list, are: 
 
• Endings on –ee in SUCH, WHICH, EACH, BOTH, CAME, EYE, LIVE, TRUE 
• MAN, BEGAN, CAN: all -a- spellings 
• MAN, BEGAN, CAN: all -o- spellings 
• Initial o- in AGAINST, ABOUT, ABOVE, AMONG 
• Medial -v- in HEAVEN, NEVER, SEVEN(TH) 
• Medial -w- in HEAVEN, NEVER, SEVEN(TH) 
• Medial -f- in HEAVEN, SEVEN(TH) (no tokens for NEVER) 
• HITHER, THITHER, WHITHER: all medial ‘th’, as opposed to d(d) 
• TWO, TWELVE, TWENTY: tu-, tv- as opposed to tw- (excl tuu-) 
• Initial y + V in YET, YODE (WENT), YE, YOU, YOUR, YEAR, YIELD, YOUNG 
• Initial yh + V in YET, YODE, YE, YOU, YOUR, YEAR, YIELD, YOUNG 
• Initial ȝ + V & z + V in YET, YODE, YE, YOU, YOUR, YEAR, YIELD, YOUNG 
• Initial ȝh + V in YET, YODE, YE, YOU, YOUR, YEAR (no tokens for YIELD, YOUNG) 
• Forms lacking initial [j] in YET, YODE, YOU, YOUR, YEAR, YIELD (no tokens for YE, 

YOUNG). 
 
To display a particular ready-made Dot Map, select ‘Show Map’. The generated map 
will display a red dot at each location where the relevant feature (or feature set) is 
attested. As with the printed LALME, three different sizes of dot indicate relative 
frequency of occurrence, corresponding to the bracketing system in the LPs (see 
further §1.8 above). Click on the map to zoom in. White dots indicate survey points at 
which the form in question is unattested. There is also an option to sub-categorise the 
white dots into survey points at which the item in question is attested but in a different 
form (shown as a blue dot) and survey points at which the item in question is 
unattested in any form (kept as a white dot). To select this display option, select 
‘Show locations of other features’ before selecting ‘Show Map’. NB If a contrastive 
feature occurs at the same location as the selected feature, only the red dot will be 
visible.  
 
 
3.4.3 Dots and crosses 
As mentioned in §1.6 above, many (indeed, most) of the Southern Appendix items 
were not surveyed systematically: instead only ‘notable’ forms were recorded, i.e. 
forms that Samuels found interesting (so not default, i.e. ‘expected’, forms). Such 
items are marked with an asterisk in the eLALME questionnaire and in Linguistic 
Profiles, e.g. item 323 AND*, unless the item's title itself picks out only a subset of 
forms, e.g. item 365 ‘e’ in SHIP.  
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Data for these 'interesting' forms are represented on eLALME maps as crosses rather 
than dots. Consider, for example, the set of maps for item number 281 WELL. Select 
the map for weel(-), incl rare wheel and tick the box for ‘Show locations of other 
features’ before selecting ‘Show Map’. Click on the map to zoom. Notice that in the 
northern half of the survey there are red, blue and white dots as normal (see final 
paragraph of §3.4.2). This indicates that the item WELL adv was on Angus McIntosh’s 
northern questionnaire. Notice also that in the southern half of the survey there are 
scattered red, blue and white crosses. The red crosses indicate presence of weel(-) 
forms gathered by an unsystematic survey. For this item, M.L. Samuels only collected 
forms of the adverb WELL other than those spelled ‘wel(l)’. The blue crosses in the 
south mostly indicate forms of the ‘wil’ type – the other main not-‘wel(l)’ variant.  
 
NB In the making of eLALME, a number of new LPs were added and some southern 
LPs were remade from scratch (see further §1.4 above). The data collection for these 
particular LPs was done fully for items that were only partially collected in the 
making of LALME. This means that there are some items for which data was 
collected systematically for a small number of (mainly Southern) LPs but 
unsystematically for all others. For example, the map for item number 48 OE, ON ā 
words: all o- spellings shows four red crosses in the southern half of the survey area 
even though ‘o’ spellings for this item were originally collected only for the northern 
half. Each of these four red crosses represents an LP which was re-made in the 
making of eLALME.  
 
 
3.4.4 User-defined Maps 
This option enables you to make your own Dot Maps from eLALME data. The 
procedure is as follows: 
 
1. Consult the eLALME questionnaire to identify the number of the item of interest. 

Let’s take item 170 HILL as an example.  
2. Navigate to Maps > User-defined maps to access eLALME’s mapping tool. 
3. Click on the first downward-pointing green triangle to reveal the full item list. 

Scroll down and select item 170, then click on the same, now upward-pointing, 
green triangle to hide the item list.  

4. Click on the second downward-pointing green triangle to reveal a list of forms 
attested for item 170. Select all those of interest. For example, select all -u- forms 
(i.e. -hul, hul, hull, hull-, hulle, hulles, hully) then click on the same, now upward-
pointing, triangle to hide the list of forms. (A trailing or leading hyphen indicates 
that the form in question is attested only as the initial or non-initial element, 
respectively, of a compound.) 

5. Select ‘Make map’. 
 
The mapping tool will produce a map with dark blue dots indicating the locations at 
which the chosen forms are attested. Additional information is supplied to assist with 
the interpretation of the map: 
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• To the right of the map are listed all the item’s variant forms. To see the 
distribution of any particular variant, allow your cursor to hover over that variant. 
A red dot will appear at each location at which that variant is attested. 

• Click on any of the dark blue dots on the map to call up the associated LP number 
and its attested forms. For example, click on the most westerly dot (slightly to the 
north of Torbay). The pop-up box to the right of the map shows LP 5120, its 
attested forms (hull, hulle, hyll-) and the relative frequency of each form 
(indicated by dot size: see further the final paragraph of §3.4.2, and as explained 
in the mapping Key located at the top right hand corner of the screen). 

• There is an option to additionally display—as light blue dots—the distribution of 
contrastive forms by selecting the ‘Show survey points where LP item is present, 
but in different forms’ option. Note that this option does not reveal the presence of 
two or more contrastive features at the same location.  

• Notice that there are no attestations for item 170 HILL in the northern area of the 
survey. This is because HILL was recorded only for the South. 

 
It is possible to create a combined map, i.e. one showing the distribution of forms for 
two or more items. E.g to add all -u- forms of item 95 (BRIDGE in the questionnaire, 
(B)RIDGE in the Dot Maps index) to the map already created for -u- forms of HILL: 
 

6. Click once again on the first downward-pointing green triangle to reveal the full 
list of items. Scroll down and select item 95 then click on the same, now upward-
pointing, green triangle to hide the item list again.  

7. Click on the second downward-pointing green triangle to reveal the list of forms 
for item 95. These will be listed below forms listed for item 170. Select all those 
of interest, i.e. - brugge, brug-, brugees, brugg-, brugge, brugges, rug, rugge, then 
click on the same, now upward-pointing, green triangle to hide the list of forms.  

8. Select ‘Make map’. 
 

As before, the mapping tool will produce a map with dark blue dots indicating the 
locations at which the chosen forms are attested. Note that variant forms for each item 
are again listed to the right of the map but may not all be visible. If so, scroll down 
within this sub-window to access the full set of forms. 
 
To remove data for item 95 (B)RIDGE from the combined map, click once again on the 
first downward-pointing green triangle to reveal the item list. Scroll down and de-
select item 95 then click on the same, now upward-pointing, green triangle to hide the 
item list again. Select ‘Make map’. 
 
3.4.4  Comparing linguistic maps for early and late Middle English 
Margaret Laing has prepared a helpful illustration of useful ways to compare and 
contrast LAEME maps (for early Middle English data) with eLALME maps (for late 
Middle English data). This is available from the AMC website (> Projects Hub > 
AMC/IHD Corpora and Atlases > eLALME, penultimate paragraph).5 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 http://www.amc.lel.ed.ac.uk 
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3.5 Listings 
 

3.5.1  Item list 
This option generates a list of every LP that attests a specified item and shows the 
particular forms attested in each LP. You must firstly identify the relevant item 
number (retrievable from the questionnaire). Select Item List, navigate to the relevant 
item (sub-)number then click on that (sub-)number. The system of bracketing 
described in §1.8 above is used to indicate relative frequencies of forms. For some 
items there is an explanatory note, available from the left-hand side menu under 
Linguistic Profiles > Notes to Questionnaire. The only way to check whether there is 
an explanatory note for any particular item is to consult these Notes.  
 
3.5.2  County Dictionary 
For any given item, this option lists the recorded variant forms in alphanumeric order. 
(Alphanumeric ordering lists forms with a leading hyphen  (being the second element 
of compounds), followed by forms with a leading ‘?’ (indicating an uncertain reading), 
followed by the alphabetical list proper with capitalised forms listed before lower case 
forms. After each variant so listed, there follows an alphabetically ordered list of the 
counties (or other specified areas) in which the variant is attested. Each county or area 
so listed is followed in turn by a record of those of its LPs in which that variant 
appears; the LPs are identified by their numbers, and for each county they are listed in 
numerical order. The relative frequency in which the variant is recorded for a given 
LP is indicated by the same three-term system of parentheses used within LPs (see 
further §1.8 above), save that the system is here applied to LP numbers rather than to 
the forms themselves.  
 
A full list of county names and abbreviations used in eLALME is provided at 
Appendix 4. The county map of England, Scotland and Wales found in LALME vol. 
1, p.569, is given at Appendix 5. Unfortunately the county abbreviations used in the 
LALME map are not all identical to those used in eLALME.   
 
 
3.6 ‘Fitting’ 
‘Fitting’ is the process by which an unlocalised sample of writing is situated on a 
dialect continuum by reference to the regional distribution of its forms as displayed in 
linguistic atlases such as LAEME and (e)LALME. The purpose of this guide is not to 
explain the theory and methods behind the procedure: for that see the General 
Introduction in LALME Vol 1, §2.3, and Benskin (1991).6 You are strongly advised 
to read both accounts before attempting a fitting of your own. The eLALME fitting 
procedure is a web-based, ‘user-friendly’ method of fitting that partially mimics the 
manual procedure usable with the printed LALME. In many ways the manual method 
yields more refined results, but the printed maps do not reflect the eLALME 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Benskin, M. 1991. The ‘Fit’-Technique Explained. In F. Riddy (ed.), Regionalism in late 
medieval manuscripts and texts: Essays celebrating the publication of A Linguistic Atlas of 
Late Mediaeval English, 9–26. Cambridge: D.S. Brewer 
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revisions; so neither method is now ideal. The procedure should only be used to ‘fit’ 
samples not already in (e)LALME. 
 
After selecting Linguistic Profiles > ‘Fitting’ from eLALME’s left-hand menu, you 
will arrive at a page with two columns to the left and a map to the right. The first 
column lists all eLALME items. The second column will list all attested forms for 
each item selected. At the outset, the map displays a dark red dot at each survey point. 
Click on any of these dots to call up the relevant LP number. Notice that some areas 
are quite densely populated with dots. Use the zoom feature at the top left-hand corner 
of the map to focus on a particular area. 
 
At the top left-hand corner of the ‘Fitting’ page is a link to a set of instructions. These 
instructions are replicated here (with minor revisions) for ease of reference. Note that 
they refer to the dots on the map as ‘markers’. Additional comments have been 
added—inside [  ]—for further clarification in the compilation of the present guide. 
!

In the first column, select one or more of the items for which you have spellings 
in the LP. On the second column, select those forms that are attested in the LP.  
 
The map on the right is initially loaded with all the locations recorded in 
eLALME. By clicking on the ‘Fit forms on map’ button, you will see the colour 
of map markers changing (they change gradually from dark red to whitish pink). 
The darker the marker, the more likely it is that the LP is a fit for that particular 
location.  
 
If you click on the markers, you will see a link to the LPs at that location, and a 
list of relevant forms attested there (if any). White markers signify locations at 
which the items in question are unattested. 
 
Likelihood of fit: the darker the marker remains, the greater is the match between 
forms attested in the new LP (or the set of features being examined) and forms 
attested at that location (marker); the paler it gets (see scale below), the weaker is 
the match and the less likely it is that the new LP belongs linguistically to the 
same area.  
 

 
 
If you want to restart a search, click on the ‘Reset locations’ button at the bottom 
right corner. This resetting is also done automatically every time you click on 
‘Fit forms on map’. In other words, every fit starts from the same map state (all 
dark red). Note that you can still build up an incremental picture as you would 
using the printed LALME with pencil and tracing paper. Choose one item and 
one or more forms, then select ‘Fit forms on map’. This will show the first stage 
of possible fit. Markers representing LPs that do not attest any of the selected 
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forms will become one stage lighter, indicating the item is attested but in a 
different form. Markers representing LPs that do not attest any of the selected 
items will remain white. If you repeat this process one item at a time, the picture 
will gradually build up just as with the pencil and paper method. Less likely 
areas of localisation will be ‘shaded’ lighter and more likely areas darker. 
 
NB 
• A dark dot may signify a single positive match. This will occur if all of the 

other selected items are unattested at that location. 
• If a dot becomes and remains white, this indicates that none of your selected 

items are attested at that location. Consequently, that location should not be 
eliminated as a possible localisation unless it is isolated in an area positively 
excluded by the presence of pale(d) dots.  

 
 
 
4. How do I … 
In this section you will find a set of step-by-step guides for a number of commonly-
used eLALME tasks. 
 
4.1 … find out if a particular text or manuscript is included in eLALME? 
Use the Index of Sources > Search by Field function. Select ‘titles’ or ‘manuscript’ 
under SEARCH and enter all or part of the text or manuscript name in the FOR STRING 
box. (The search function is sensitive to even the most minor of differences so better 
to enter less information than more.) Select either ‘Full Record’ or any subset of fields 
for display in the results. It is recommended you include ‘LP number’ as well as ‘titles’ 
or ‘manuscript’ as a minimum. Notice that the SORT BY option allows you to choose 
the order in which results are presented (options: by repository, county or LP number). 
Finally select SEARCH INDEX OF SOURCES to execute the search.  
 
 
4.2  … find all forms of a particular item? 
Consult the eLALME questionnaire to identify the number of the item of interest. The 
questionnaire is available from Linguistic Profiles > Questionnaire. For the meaning 
of abbreviations contained within the item name, see Linguistic Profiles > 
Abbreviations. Consult also the Notes to Questionnaire (< Linguistic Profiles) for 
further potentially relevant information.  
 
Once you have identified the item’s number, go to Listings > County Dictionary and 
navigate to the relevant item number. Select the item to generate a list of all attested 
forms along with the counties and LPs in which each form is attested. The relative 
frequency in which the form is recorded for a given LP is indicated by the same three-
term system of parentheses used within the LPs (see further §1.8 above), save that the 
system is here applied to LP numbers rather than to the forms themselves.  
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To generate a list of LPs in which the item occurs, select Listings > Item List and 
navigate to the relevant item number. Select the item to generate a list of all the 
attesting LPs including their individual attested forms. 
 
To find the distribution of a particular form of a particular item, use the User-defined 
Maps option described at §3.4.3 above. 
 
 
4.3  … find all forms of a particular item in a particular county? 
This information has to be derived by hand from other search results. One option is to 
follow the County Dictionary search described in §4.2 above then use your browser’s 
search function to find all instances of the relevant county’s abbreviation. Another 
option is, first, to generate a list of all the LPs in your chosen county by going to 
Linguistic Profiles > By County and selecting the county of choice before pressing 
FIND LPS BY COUNTY at the foot of the screen. Make a note of the relevant LP 
numbers. Then follow the Item List search described in §4.2 above and look for the 
information provided for the relevant LPs. 
 
 
4.4  … find out how a particular item is spelled in a particular text? 
First find the LP number of the chosen text using the steps set out in §4.1 above. Then 
go to Linguistic Profiles > By LP Number and navigate to the relevant number. Select 
the number to generate the full LP. Each attested item is listed in numerical order 
along with the form(s) in which it occurs. The relevance of bracketing of forms is 
explained at §1.8 above.  
 
 
4.5  … display the spatial distribution of a particular form / set of forms? 
First check whether a feature map already exists for the form(s) in question. Go to 
Maps > Dot Maps and enter a short string from the item name. Press SUBMIT to 
generate a list of all ready-made dot maps associated with that item. For the map of 
interest choose ‘Show Map’, selecting to see the locations of contrasting features as 
well if you wish. If there is no relevant ready-made map, go to Maps > User-defined 
Maps and following the instructions given at §3.4.3 above.  
 



Appendix 3 eLALME items used in Northern survey area

eLALME =LALME Item Survey eLALME =LALME Item Survey
304 ✓ 267 -ALD N - 109 ✓ 99 COULD N S
305 ✓ 268 -AMB N - 111 ✓ 100 DAUGHTER N (S)
306 ✓ 269 -AND N - 112 ✓ 101 DAY N S
307 ✓ 270 -ANG N - 113 102 DEATH N -
308 ✓ 271 -ANK N - 114 103 DIE N S
309 ✓ 272 -DOM N - 115 104 DO N S
312 ✓ 273 -ER N S 116 ✓ 105 DOWN N (S)
313 ✓ 274 -EST N - 12 ✓ 12 EACH N S
314 ✓ 275 -FUL N (S) 119 107 EARTH N (S)
315 ✓ 276 -HOOD N - 120 108 EAST N -
316 ✓ 277 -LESS N - 121 109 EIGHT N -
317 ✓ 278 -LY N S 123 ✓ 111 EITHER … OR N S
318 ✓ 279 -NESS N (S) 122 ✓ 110 EITHER pron N S
319 ✓ 280 -SHIP N - 124 112 ELEVEN N -
48 ✓ 47 A, O N - 125 113 ENOUGH N (S)
70 65 ABOUT N (S) 38 ✓ 38 ERE conj N S
71 66 ABOVE N - 127 115 EYE N S
29 29 AFTER N S 129 ✓ 116 FAR N -
73 68 AFTERWARDS N - 130 ✓ 117 FATHER N -
37 37 AGAIN N S 132 119 FELLOW N -
36 36 AGAINST N S 134 ✓ 121 FIGHT N (S)
74 69 AIR N - 137 124 FIRE N S
75 70 ALL N - 138 ✓ 125 FIRST N S
76 -- ALSO (N) (S) 139 126 FIVE N (S)
77 71 AMONG N - 140 127 FLESH N S
78 72 ANSWER N (S) 141 128 FOLLOW N -
15 15 ANY N S 144 130 FOUR N -
17 17 ARE N S 145 131 FOWL N -
34 34 AS N (S) 146 132 FRIEND, etc N (S)
35 ✓ 35 AS + AS N - 28 28 FROM N S
80 73 ASK N S 147 133 FRUIT N -
81 ✓ 74 AT + inf N - 148 ✓ 134 GAR N -
82 ✓ 75 AT + rel N - 153 137 GIVE N S
83 76 AWAY N - 155 ✓ 139 GOOD N S
84 ✓ 77 BE N - 157 140 GROW N -
85 ✓ 78 BEFORE N S 160 ✓ 142 HAVE N S
86 79 BEGAN-TO N - 161 143 HEAD N -
87 ✓ 80 BEHOVE N - 164 145 HEAVEN N -
88 81 BENEATH N - 165 146 HEIGHT N -
89 82 BETWEEN N (S) 166 147 HELL N -
93 ✓ 84 BLESSED N - 5 ✓ 5 HER N S
94 85 BOTH N S 168 149 HIGH N S
96 87 BROTHER N - 171 152 HIM N (S)
99 90 BUSY N S 173 153 HITHER N S
100 91 BUT N S 175 155 HOLY N -
102 92 BY N - 176 156 HOW N (S)
103 ✓ 93 CALL N S 177 157 HUNDRED N S
104 ✓ 94 CAME N S 33 ✓ 33 IF N S
105 95 CAN N - 19 19 IS N S
106 96 CAST N - 6 6 IT N S
107 97 CHOOSE N - 181 160 KNOW N (S)
108 98 CHURCH N S 182 161 LADY N -
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eLALME =LALME Item Survey eLALME =LALME Item Survey
184 163 LAUGH N - 22 ✓ 22 SHALL N S
185 ✓ 164 LAW N - 4 4 SHE N S
43 43 LENGTH N S 23 ✓ 23 SHOULD N S
187 166 LESS N S 242 ✓ 216 SIN N S
190 ✓ 169 LIFE N (S) 39 ✓ 39 SINCE N S
191 170 LITTLE N S 243 ✓ 217 SISTER N -
192 171 LIVE N S 244 218 SIX N (S)
194 172 LORD N - 246 220 SOME N -
196 173 LOVE N - 247 221 SON N -
197 174 LOW N - 248 222 SORROW N -
198 ✓ 175 MAKE contr. N (S) 249 ✓ 223 SOUL N -
14 14 MAN N S 250 224 SOUTH N -
13 ✓ 13 MANY N S 253 226 STAR N -
199 ✓ 176 MAY N - 254 227 STEAD N S
54 ✓ 53 MIGHT N S 66 ✓ 64 Str ppl N -
201 178 MONTH N - 42 42 STRENGTH N S
202 179 MOON N - 10 10 SUCH N S
203 ✓ 180 MOTHER N - 258 228 SUN N -
16 16 MUCH N S 259 ✓✓✓ 229 TAKES contr. N (S)
204 ✓ 181 MY N - 260 230 TEN N -
205 182 NAME N - 31 31 THAN N S
210 ✓ 187 NEITHER pron N - 1 1 THE N (S)
211 ✓ 188 NEITHER…NOR N - 262 231 THEE N -
212 189 NEVER N - 9 9 THEIR N S
213 190 NEW N (S) 8 8 THEM N S
214 ✓ 191 NIGH N - 30 30 THEN N S
215 192 NINE N - 52 ✓✓ 51 THERE N S
47 ✓ 46 NOR N S 2 2 THESE N S
217 194 NORTH N - 7 7 THEY N S
46 ✓ 45 NOT N S 50 49 THINK N S
218 195 NOW N - 265 235 THITHER N S
219 ✓ 196 OLD N (S) 3 3 THOSE N (S)
200 ✓ 177 ON munu N - 261 232 THOU N -
220 197 ONE N (S) 32 ✓ 32 THOUGH N S
221 ✓ 198 OR N S 266 236 THOUSAND N S
222 ✓✓ 199 OTHER N (S) 267 237 THREE N (S)
224 200 OUR N - 55 54 THROUGH N S
225 201 OUT N (S) 263 ✓ 233 THY N -
226 202 OWN N S 27 ✓ 27 TO + inf N -
227 203 PEOPLE N - 26 ✓ 26 TO + sb N (S)
228 204 POOR N - 268 238 TOGETHER N S
229 205 PRAY N - 273 240 TWELEVE N (S)
61 ✓ 59 Pres 3sg N (S) 274 241 TWENTY N -
58 ✓ 57 Pres part N S 275 242 TWO N S
62 ✓ 60 Pres pl N - 278 244 UPON N -
233 208 RUN N S 59 ✓ 58 Vbl sb N -
235 ✓ 210 SAY N S 21 21 WAS N S
57 ✓ 56 Sb pl N S 279 245 WAY N (S)
236 ✓ 211 SEE N S 65 ✓ 63 Weak ppl N (S)
237 212 SEEK N - 63 ✓ 61 Weak pt sg N -
238 ✓ 213 SELF N S 280 246 WEEK N S
240 214 SEVEN N - 281 247 WELL N (S)

1
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282 ✓ 248 WENT N S
18 ✓ 18 WERE N (S)
44 ✓ 44 WH- N S
56 55 WHEN N S
53 ✓ 52 WHERE N S
285 251 WHETHER N S
11 ✓ 11 WHICH N S
41 ✓ 41 WHILE N S
286 252 WHITHER N S
291 256 WHY N -
24 ✓ 24 WILL N S
292 ✓✓ 257 WITEN N S
295 258 WITHOUT N S
51 50 WORK N S
49 48 WORLD N S
296 259 WORSE N S
297 ✓ 260 WORSHIP N S
25 ✓ 25 WOULD N S
298 261 YE N -
301 264 YEAR N (S)
40 40 YET N S
299 262 YOU N (S)
303 266 YOUNG N (S)
300 263 YOUR N (S)
270 ✓ 239 TRUE N (S)

1
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eLALME =LALME Item Survey eLALME =LALME Item Survey
312 ✓ 273 -ER N S 72 ✓ 67 ADDER - S
314 ✓ 275 -FUL N (S) 29 29 AFTER N S
321 SthApp -HT - (S) 37 37 AGAIN N S
317 ✓ 278 -LY N S 36 36 AGAINST N S
318 ✓ 279 -NESS N (S) 76 -- ALSO (N) (S)
421 SthApp '-en,-yn' plural in non-weak nouns - (S) 323 SthApp AND - (S)
422 SthApp '-end' in ordinals as in SEVENTH - (S) 78 72 ANSWER N (S)
380 SthApp 'a' for Angl.æ+l in i-mutation - (S) 15 15 ANY N S
381 SthApp 'a' for ME e - (S) 17 17 ARE N S
342 SthApp 'a' for OE ǣ - (S) 20 ✓ 20 ART - S
345 SthApp 'au' as in SOUL, etc - (S) 34 34 AS N (S)
362 SthApp 'brenge' in BRING - (S) 80 73 ASK N S
393 SthApp 'chch' for earlier c(c)h - (S) 85 ✓ 78 BEFORE N S
369 SthApp 'e' for ME ī in LIKE etc - (S) 324 SthApp BEGIN - (S)
343 SthApp 'e' for OE ea+rC/lC - (S) 89 82 BETWEEN N (S)
361 SthApp 'e' in BLISS - (S) 90 83 BEYOND - S
364 SthApp 'e' in PRICK etc - (S) 94 85 BOTH N S
365 SthApp 'e' in SHIP - (S) 95 86 BRIDGE - S
347 SthApp 'ea,ia,ya,yea' for OE ēa - (S) 97 88 BURN - S
366 SthApp 'el' in LILY etc - (S) 98 89 BURY - S
363 SthApp 'eld' in CHILD etc - (S) 99 90 BUSY N S
368 SthApp 'en' in WINTER - (S) 100 91 BUT N S
367 SthApp 'eng' in FINGER etc - (S) 103 ✓ 93 CALL N S
360 SthApp 'enne' in BEGIN etc - (S) 104 ✓ 94 CAME N S
370 SthApp 'ey,ei' as in WIDE etc - (S) 108 98 CHURCH N S
352 SthApp 'ey,ei' for ME ē as in FEET etc - (S) 109 ✓ 99 COULD N S
350 SthApp 'ey,ei' for ME ē by OSL - (S) 399 SthApp d' for etymological þ - (S)
351 SthApp 'ey,ei' for ME ēl/ēn+C - (S) 325 SthApp DARE, DURST - (S)
412 SthApp 'f' for initial v - (S) 110 SthApp DARK - (S)
346 SthApp 'i,y' for OE ēa - (S) 111 ✓ 100 DAUGHTER N (S)
353 SthApp 'i,y' in BE - (S) 112 ✓ 101 DAY N S
357 SthApp 'i,y' in BREAST - (S) 420 SthApp Detached genitive - (S)
354 SthApp 'i,y' in FIELD - (S) 114 103 DIE N S
355 SthApp 'i,y' in HELP - (S) 115 104 DO N S
258 SthApp 'i' in PRIEST - (S) 401 SthApp Double C after long V - (S)
348 SthApp 'ie,ye' for ME ē - (S) 402 SthApp Doubling of C excl. 'nn' - (S)
349 SthApp 'ie,ye' for ME ē before r - (S) 116 ✓ 105 DOWN N (S)
371 SthApp 'ie' as in FIND etc - (S) 117 ✓ 106 DREAD, etc - S
372 SthApp 'ij' as in LIFE etc - (S) 12 ✓ 12 EACH N S
359 SthApp 'ir,yr' in HERE - (S) 119 107 EARTH N (S)
418 SthApp 'iw,yw' as in NEW etc - (S) 123 ✓ 111 EITHER … OR N S
373 SthApp 'iȝ,yȝ' as in FIND etc - (S) 122 ✓ 110 EITHER pron N S
405 SthApp 'ng' for nk as in DRINK - (S) 326 SthApp EMPTY - (S)
407 SthApp 'ngg' for ng - (S) 125 113 ENOUGH N (S)
408 SthApp 'ngh' for ng - (S) 38 ✓ 38 ERE conj N S
406 SthApp 'nk' for ng as in THING - (S) 126 114 EVIL - S
403 SthApp 'nnd, nnt' as in STAND - (S) 127 115 EYE N S
404 SthApp 'nne' as in CHILDREN, etc - (S) 327 SthApp FALL - (S)
344 SthApp 'o' for a, au as in ANGEL etc - (S) 133 120 FETCH - S
378 SthApp 'o' for ME ū - (S) 134 ✓ 121 FIGHT N (S)
377 SthApp 'ou' as in WONT etc - (S) 135 122 FILL - S
376 SthApp 'ou' for ME ō (excl. GOOD) - (S) 136 123 FILTH - S
375 SthApp 'oy,oi' for ME ō - (S) 137 124 FIRE N S
419 SthApp 'r' omitted/inserted - (S) 138 ✓ 125 FIRST N S
409 SthApp 'scl' for sl - (S) 139 126 FIVE N (S)
410 SthApp 'shl' for sl - (S) 140 127 FLESH N S
395 SthApp 't' for d in weak pt,ppl - (S) 328 SthApp FOR- - (S)
397 SthApp 't' for non-final þ,th - (S) 143 -- FOR-TO + inf - (S)
394 SthApp 'tch' for earlier c(c)h - (S) 146 132 FRIEND, etc N (S)
379 SthApp 'u,i,y' for WS ie, y - (S) 28 28 FROM N S
411 SthApp 'v,w' for intial f - (S) 149 ✓ 135 GATE - S
414 SthApp 'v' for ME w,v - (S) 150 SthApp GATHER - (S)
382 SthApp 'w' + glide as in DOWN etc - (S) 151 136 GET - S
417 SthApp 'w' for u - (S) 152 -- GIFT - (S)
415 SthApp 'w' inserted/omitted initially - (S) 153 137 GIVE N S
45 SthApp 'wh-' for w- - (S) 384 SthApp glide bet. 'l'_C e.g. OLD - (S)
416 SthApp 'wu' for wo as in WORK etc - (S) 385 SthApp glide bet. 'r'_C e.g. HARM - (S)
424 SthApp 'y-' on SEE, HEAR other than in infl, ppl - (S) 154 138 GO - S
383 SthApp 'y,ȝ' + glide as in TAIL etc - (S) 155 ✓ 139 GOOD N S
356 SthApp 'yn' for en in END etc - (S) 156 -- GREAT - (S)
374 SthApp 'yy' in WINE - (S) 158 ✓ 141 HANGED - S
386 SthApp 'ȝt(-),ght(-)' in OUT etc - (S) 160 ✓ 142 HAVE N S
413 SthApp 'z' for initial z - (S) 329 SthApp HE - (S)
400 SthApp 'þ,th' for etymological d - (S) 162 144 HEAR - S
70 65 ABOUT N (S) 163 -- HEART - (S)
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167 148 HENCE - S 23 ✓ 23 SHOULD N S
5  ✓ 5 HER N S 241 215 SILVER - S
168 149 HIGH N S 242 ✓ 216 SIN N S
169 ✓ 150 HIGHT - S 39 ✓ 39 SINCE N S
170 151 HILL - S 244 218 SIX N (S)
171 152 HIM N (S) 245 219 SLAIN - S
172 SthApp HIS - (S) 251 ✓ 225 SPAKE, etc - S
173 153 HITHER N S 336 SthApp SPRING - (S)
174 154 HOLD pt - (S) 252 -- STAND - (S)
176 156 HOW N (S) 254 227 STEAD N S
177 157 HUNDRED N S 64 ✓ 62 Str pt pl - S
159 SthApp HUNG - S 42 42 STRENGTH N S
178 158 I - S 256 -- STRONG - (S)
33 ✓ 33 IF N S 10 10 SUCH N S
69 SthApp Inf - (S) 257 -- SUFFER - (S)
392 SthApp initial 'h' omission - (S) 259 ✓✓✓ 229 TAKES contr. N (S)
19 19 IS N S 398 SthApp th' for non-final t - (S)
6 6 IT N S 31 31 THAN N S
387 SthApp jod insertion in EARTH etc - (S) 337 SthApp THAT - (S)
388 SthApp jod omission in YEAR etc - (S) 1 1 THE N (S)
322 SthApp K for c - (S) 234 ✓ 209 THE SAME - S
179 ✓ 159 KIND, etc - S 9 9 THEIR N S
180 -- KNIGHT - (S) 8 8 THEM N S
181 160 KNOW N (S) 30 30 THEN N S
183 162 LAND - S 264 234 THENCE - S
186 165 LED - S 52 ✓✓ 51 THERE N S
43 43 LENGTH N S 2 2 THESE N S
187 166 LESS N S 7 7 THEY N S
330 SthApp LEST - (S) 50 49 THINK N S
188 167 LET - S 338 SthApp THIS - (S)
331 SthApp LET - (S) 265 235 THITHER N S
189 168 LIE (DOWN) - S 3 3 THOSE N (S)
190 ✓ 169 LIFE N (S) 32 ✓ 32 THOUGH N S
191 170 LITTLE N S 266 236 THOUSAND N S
192 171 LIVE N S 267 237 THREE N (S)
193 -- LONG - (S) 55 54 THROUGH N S
195 -- LORDSHIP - (S) 339 SthApp THUS - (S)
198 ✓ 175 MAKE contr. N (S) 26 ✓ 26 TO + sb N (S)
14 14 MAN N S 268 238 TOGETHER N S
13 ✓ 13 MANY N S 269 -- TOUCH - (S)
54 ✓ 53 MIGHT N S 271 -- TRUST - (S)
332 SthApp MORROW - (S) 272 -- TURN - (S)
16 16 MUCH N S 273 240 TWELEVE N (S)
333 SthApp NAVEL - (S) 275 242 TWO N S
334 SthApp NEVER(THELESS) - (S) 320 ✓ SthApp UN- - (S)
213 190 NEW N (S) 276 -- UNDER - (S)
335 SthApp NEXT - (S) 389 SthApp unetymological final 'h' - (S)
216 ✓ 193 NO-MORE - S 391 SthApp unetymological initial 'h' - (S)
47 ✓ 46 NOR N S 390 SthApp unetymological medial 'h' - (S)
46 ✓ 45 NOT N S 277 ✓ 243 UNTIL - S
206 ✓ 183 NOT+BE - S 423 SthApp Var. infinitval forms - (S)
208 ✓ 185 NOT+HAVE - S 21 21 WAS N S
207 ✓ 184 NOT+WILL - S 340 SthApp WAX - (S)
209 ✓ 186 NOT+WITEN - S 279 245 WAY N (S)
131 ✓ 118 OE 'fela' - S 65 ✓ 63 Weak ppl N (S)
142 129 OE fon - S 280 246 WEEK N S
219 ✓ 196 OLD N (S) 281 247 WELL N (S)
220 197 ONE N (S) 282 ✓ 248 WENT N S
221 ✓ 198 OR N S 18 ✓ 18 WERE N (S)
222 ✓✓ 199 OTHER N (S) 44 ✓ 44 WH- N S
225 201 OUT N (S) 283 249 WHAT - S
226 202 OWN N S 56 55 WHEN N S
67 SthApp Ppl prfx - (S) 284 250 WHENCE - S
61 ✓ 59 Pres 3sg N (S) 53 ✓ 52 WHERE N S
58 ✓ 57 Pres part N S 285 251 WHETHER N S
230 ✓ 206 PRIDE etc - S 11 ✓ 11 WHICH N S
232 ✓ 207 READ - S 41 ✓ 41 WHILE N S
233 208 RUN N S 286 252 WHITHER N S
235 ✓ 210 SAY N S 287 253 WHO - S
57 ✓ 56 Sb pl N S 290 -- WHOLE - (S)
236 ✓ 211 SEE N S 288 254 WHOM - S
238 ✓ 213 SELF N S 289 255 WHOSE - S
239 -- SELL - (S) 24 ✓ 24 WILL N S
22 ✓ 22 SHALL N S 292 ✓✓ 257 WITEN N S
4 4 SHE N S 293 SthApp WITH - (S)
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294 -- WITHIN - (S)
295 258 WITHOUT N S
51 50 WORK N S
49 48 WORLD N S
296 259 WORSE N S
297 ✓ 260 WORSHIP N S
25 ✓ 25 WOULD N S
341 SthApp y-less ppl - (S)
301 264 YEAR N (S)
40 40 YET N S
302 265 YIELD - S
299 262 YOU N (S)
303 266 YOUNG N (S)
300 263 YOUR N (S)
270 ✓ 239 TRUE N (S)

2
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Appendix 2 eLALME items used in both survey areas

eLALME =LALME Item Survey eLALME =LALME Item Survey
312 ✓ 273 -ER N S 220 197 ONE N (S)
314 ✓ 275 -FUL N (S) 221 ✓ 198 OR N S
317 ✓ 278 -LY N S 222 ✓✓ 199 OTHER N (S)
318 ✓ 279 -NESS N (S) 225 201 OUT N (S)
70 65 ABOUT N (S) 226 202 OWN N S
29 29 AFTER N S 61 ✓ 59 Pres 3sg N (S)
37 37 AGAIN N S 58 ✓ 57 Pres part N S
36 36 AGAINST N S 233 208 RUN N S
76 new ALSO (N) (S) 235 ✓ 210 SAY N S
78 72 ANSWER N (S) 57 ✓ 56 Sb pl N S
15 15 ANY N S 236 ✓ 211 SEE N S
17 17 ARE N S 238 ✓ 213 SELF N S
34 34 AS N (S) 22 ✓ 22 SHALL N S
80 73 ASK N S 4 4 SHE N S
85 ✓ 78 BEFORE N S 23 ✓ 23 SHOULD N S
89 82 BETWEEN N (S) 242 ✓ 216 SIN N S
94 85 BOTH N S 39 ✓ 39 SINCE N S
99 90 BUSY N S 244 218 SIX N (S)
100 91 BUT N S 254 227 STEAD N S
103 ✓ 93 CALL N S 42 42 STRENGTH N S
104 ✓ 94 CAME N S 10 10 SUCH N S
108 98 CHURCH N S 259 ✓✓✓ 229 TAKES contr. N (S)
109 ✓ 99 COULD N S 31 31 THAN N S
111 ✓ 100 DAUGHTER N (S) 1 1 THE N (S)
112 ✓ 101 DAY N S 9 9 THEIR N S
114 103 DIE N S 8 8 THEM N S
115 104 DO N S 30 30 THEN N S
116 ✓ 105 DOWN N (S) 52 ✓✓ 51 THERE N S
12 ✓ 12 EACH N S 2 2 THESE N S
119 107 EARTH N (S) 7 7 THEY N S
123 ✓ 111 EITHER … OR N S 50 49 THINK N S
122 ✓ 110 EITHER pron N S 265 235 THITHER N S
125 113 ENOUGH N (S) 3 3 THOSE N (S)
38 ✓ 38 ERE conj N S 32 ✓ 32 THOUGH N S
127 115 EYE N S 266 236 THOUSAND N S
134 ✓ 121 FIGHT N (S) 267 237 THREE N (S)
137 124 FIRE N S 55 54 THROUGH N S
138 ✓ 125 FIRST N S 26 ✓ 26 TO + sb N (S)
139 126 FIVE N (S) 268 238 TOGETHER N S
140 127 FLESH N S 273 240 TWELEVE N (S)
146 132 FRIEND, etc N (S) 275 242 TWO N S
28 28 FROM N S 21 21 WAS N S
153 137 GIVE N S 279 245 WAY N (S)
155 ✓ 139 GOOD N S 65 ✓ 63 Weak ppl N (S)
160 ✓ 142 HAVE N S 280 246 WEEK N S
5 ✓ 5 HER N S 281 247 WELL N (S)
168 149 HIGH N S 282 ✓ 248 WENT N S
171 152 HIM N (S) 18 ✓ 18 WERE N (S)
173 153 HITHER N S 44 ✓ 44 WH- N S
176 156 HOW N (S) 56 55 WHEN N S
177 157 HUNDRED N S 53 ✓ 52 WHERE N S
33 ✓ 33 IF N S 285 251 WHETHER N S
19 19 IS N S 11 ✓ 11 WHICH N S
6 6 IT N S 41 ✓ 41 WHILE N S
181 160 KNOW N (S) 286 252 WHITHER N S
43 43 LENGTH N S 24 ✓ 24 WILL N S
187 166 LESS N S 292 ✓✓ 257 WITEN N S
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Appendix 4: Full list of county names and abbreviations used in eLALME 
 
 
NB Asterisked counties are represented also in LAEME. 
 
 
England 
 
Bedfordshire BED  Norfolk* NFK 
Berkshire* BRK  Northamptonshire* NHT 
Buckinghamshire BCK  Northumberland NHB 
Cambridgeshire* CAM  Nottinghamshire NOT 
Cheshire* CHS  Oxfordshire* OXF 
Cornwall CNW  Soke of Peterborough1 PET 
Cumberland* CMD2  Rutland RUT 
Derbyshire DBY  Shropshire* SAL 
Devon* DVN  Somerset* SOM 
Dorset* DOR  Staffordshire* STF 
Durham* DUR  Suffolk* SFK3 
Ely ELY  Surrey* SUR 
Essex* ESX  Sussex* SSX 
Gloucestershire* GLO  Warwickshire* WRK 
Hampshire* HAM  Westmorland WMD 
Herefordshire* HRF  Wiltshire* WLT 
Hertfordshire HTF  Worcestershire* WOR 
Huntingdonshire* HUN  York (city)* YKC4 
Isle of Man IOM  Yorkshire, East Riding* YER 
Kent* KNT  Yorkshire, North Riding* YNR 
Lancashire* LAN  Yorkshire, West Riding* YWR 
Leicestershire* LEI  Yorkshire YKS 
Lincolnshire* LIN  Yorkshire, North West YNW 
London* LON  Midland MID 
Middlesex MDX  Northern NME 

 
 
 
 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Included under Northamptonshire in LAEME. 
2 CUM in LAEME. 
3 SUF in LAEME. 
4 YCT in LAEME.!



!

!

Wales 
 
Carmarthen CRM  Merioneth MER 
Carnarvon CVN   Monmouth MON 
Denbigh DEN  Montgomery MGY 
Flint FLT  Pembrokeshire PMB 
Glamorgan GLM    

 
 
Scotland 
 
Ayrshire AYR  Peeblesshire PBL 
Berwickshire BWK  Perthshire PTH 
Dumfriesshire DFR  Roxburghshire ROX 
Dunbartonshire DNBN  Selkirkshire SLK 
East Lothian ELO  Stirlingshire STG 
Lanarkshire LNK  Wigtownshire WGT 
Midlothian MLO    

 
 
Ireland 
 
Co. Clare CLA  Co. Louth LOU 
Co. Cork CRK  Co. Meath MEA 
Co. Down DOW  The Pale PAL 
Co. Dublin DUB  Co. Tipperary TIP 
Co. Kildare KLD  Co. Waterford  WAT 
Co. Kilkenny KLK  Co. Wexford WEX 
Co. Limerick LIM    

 
 
Other 
 
Unlocalised ULD5 
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Not abbreviated in LAEME. 



Appendix 5: County map from LALME vol.1, p.569


